
Agenda for Arco Iris Committee Meeting - 18th February 2014 

  

Host: Hannah 

 

 

Present: Hannah Jones, Hester Carter,  Adam Jenkins, Asnat Doza, Tom Bennett, Celine Giry, 

Stuart Bell, Josefina Gil Moya, Peter Gyring,  

 

Apologies: Laura Grimes, Nicholas Bailey 

 

Thanks:  

Celine, Charlie, Ruth and Adam for drum painting. 

Stu, Ruth and Adam for labelling 

Ian and Ahu for their pre-Bremen rehearsal. 

 

ROMP 

 

Minutes were shared by email  

 

Minutes approved by all. 

  

Actions to be completed by committee members: 

  

Chair (Asnat): 

  

·   Leaders List Complete 

 

New action to add the policies to the agenda as a discussion point. 

Asnat to communicate positive communication to the band including asking for input 

into usability of the website. 

 

Treasurer (Tom): 

  

·   A very thorough report from Tom (thanks for the hard work Tom) the bank account is more 

healthy than we first thought. Tom will archive the present system and start a new spreadsheet 

for this year. 

At present we owe rent for sixth months at the bath house and the costs for Bremen. Given the 

state of finances it was decided to offer free transport of costumes for Bremen, with charges 

applying for carrying luggage.  

  

Still chasing the bank for changes to signatures. 

 

Secretary (Nicholas): 

 



  

Webmaster (Josefina) 

  

New members section for the band on the website with for example instructional videos 

ongoing action for Stu/Josefina. 

 

Josefina has found that we are delaying urgent emails from the committee and gig managers,  

Hester to be added as a second checking person for the mail moderation to replace Adam.; gig 

managers need to send a text to either Hester or Joefina if they  have an urgent band email. 

 Fina will send a confirmation email when emails are released. 

 

Recently people booking gigs have cited our youtube videos as something that has interested 

them.  

Josefina to ensure we have more up to date videos to promote us. 

·     

Update the keyholder email list done 

 

Instruments Officer (Adam Jenkins): 

 

We voted to renew the high Surdu and Adam will try get a price to replace the mid of the 

same make. We will investigate selling the old ones. 

 

Borrowed drums need to be returned in time for band practice at 7:30 sharp. Adam to check 

the sign out procedure and circulate it to the band list. 

 

Ongoing New action: copy the “scope of band activities” from the code of conduct to the 

front page of the policies and make sure any references to the scope of band activities 

are changed appropriately.  

  

Costumes Officer (Celine Giry): 

 ·  

·    Investigate how the instrument cupboard can be arranged more effectively; done 

Celine wants to run a make-up and t-shirt customisation work shop. 

  

Events Officers (Laura and Hester): 

  

·    New action 1: An indoor Gig should have free ear plugs provided based on the 

information from the Darwin College Gig. We should recoup the cost of this in the price 

of the gig. 

 

Continue to gather information and help to organise the Bremen Carnival gig. Ensure that 

Carnival organisers are contacted with an idea of numbers ASAP to help organisation. done 

 

Send an email reaching out to the band for potential gig managers, to build an updated list for 



future gigs. done 

 

We discussed Arco prices at great length; and decided to enquire what people have in mind for 

the price as Darwin made us feel we charge very low prices; if we increase our pricing when we 

can get away with it  we can subsidise gigs like Bremen. 

 

We haven't done a May ball for a few years; if we are going to charge more we will need to be 

more professional at the gig whilst maintaining our unlimited numbers. 

 

Musical Coordinator (Stu): 

·    Organise samba workshop for January, in preparation for Bremen. Talk to previous workshop 

organisers about how best to organise these. Thanks to Ian and Ahu for organising this. 

 

Workshop will take place on 8th March at the USC.  

 

General Members (Hannah and Peter): 

 

  

Recent Events / Gigs: 

  

Gig at St. Edith’s School 

We are awaiting payment;  Tom to chase payment. 

  

LGBT week   

One market stall holder was particularly aggressive. Another was more keen to negotiate; he 

explained that we remove customers from the market stalls when we play. He (Peter) would like 

us to play for 3 x 10 mins and then stop. Stu will open negotiations with them to improve our 

relations, inform them of our intent to play, and we could mention them after we play. 

 

Darwin 

There was a certain amount of problems with where we were playing. Gig managers need to 

ask the college if we will play in the main party or another room. This has happened at other 

college gigs before.  

 

Upcoming Events / Gigs: 

 

Bremen - w/e of 21st February 

 

It was decided to transport costumes for free and charge only for those requiring luggage to be 

transported; email will be sent to the band tonight Hester. 

LESSON LEARNED FROM LAST YEAR: PEOPLE MUST BE REMINDED TO EAT 

BREAKFAST BEFORE THE PARADE, AS IT IS VERY LONG. 

 

Strawberry Fair (40th Anniversary) 



Ruby wedding masquerade theme (organisers have asked for paraders to wear red if possible). 

They will be using the “old” parade route (not the cycling route) and would like arco to play the 

parade. 

 

Norwich Parade: 8th July 

It seems like we would have to pay to do this parade (though we’d get a float).  

 

Drogheda 28th to 30th June 

We have started to organise this. Charlie is the gig manager. 

 

Workshops 

 See above 

 

Fund Raising for Lusaka 5th April: 

 

Surprise party 30th March La Raza:  

 

Picnic weekend in Linton 21st June: 

 

Liverpool Carnival: 11-19 July: 

 

Big Weekend in Sandy 22nd June: 

 

Balare gig is on the same date as Bremen  

Hester to write and see if we can have another date 

 

Hester to get in touch with the festivals and sort out all the dates. 

We prefer secret Garden Party to Barefoot so we will take that if we can. Hester to 

organise. 

 

Hughes Hall Summer Ball: 

They want us to play a 15 minute warm up for their big reveal on the 28th February at midnight. 

Hester to announce at practice and possibly negotiate a more reasonable time to play. 

  

Agenda Items 

 

  

A.O.B. 

  

Caixa leather protection ideas discussed. 

 

Meeting concluded at: 22:12 

 

Minutes to be better written when Nicholas gets back!!!! 



  

  

 

 


